Introduction
============

The Mongolian ethnic group, a population of East Asia, has approximately 10 million individuals. They primarily reside in China, Mongolia, Russia, the Republic of Kazakhstan, and other countries. The ethnogenesis of Mongolians is vaguely known. It was first recorded during the Tang Dynasty as "Mongol" or "Meng-wu," a tribe of the Shih-wei ([@evu242-B58]). The group is broadly considered to be a founding population of the New World ([@evu242-B27]; [@evu242-B43]; [@evu242-B53]; [@evu242-B48]). The rise of the Mongolian Empire and conquests of the Eurasia continent (from the 13th to 19th centuries) ([@evu242-B58]; [@evu242-B62]) under Genghis Khan and his successors have played a major role in the last 1,000 years of human evolution. Known as a typical nomadic people, Mongolians have evolved into a modern day ethnic group with their own culture, language, life style ([@evu242-B28], [@evu242-B29], [@evu242-B30]), and phenotypic and physiological traits ([@evu242-B67]) through recent adaptation to characteristic environments.

Next-generation sequencing technologies made the sequencing of the 1,000 genomes ([@evu242-B1], [@evu242-B2]) a reality and facilitated genome-based, personal medicine. Representative genomes of increasing numbers of human populations have been sequenced to dissect the structure and history, including Indian ([@evu242-B49]), American ([@evu242-B48]), and Jewish ([@evu242-B10]). In addition, genome-wide genetic variation maps have been compiled for population-specific genetics research, such as Dutch ([@evu242-B20]) and British (<http://www.uk10k.org>). However, Mongolian population history has only been explored through Y haplogroup ([@evu242-B69]) and M haplogroup ([@evu242-B18]), and the studies of genetics and diseases of Mongolians are still at a rudimentary level ([@evu242-B55]; [@evu242-B57]). A Mongolian reference genome and population data are lacking. They are increasingly necessary to explore characteristics of population evolution, disease, and personal healthcare.

In this study, we sequenced the genome of a representative Mongolian male individual with high coverage (\>100×) by using the next sequencing technology. We then presented a high-quality Mongolian genome draft produced from hierarchical de novo assembly strategy. Based on human reference genome (GRCh37/hg19), we constructed a high-resolution Mongolian personal genetic variation map, including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), short insertions and deletions (indels), structural variations (SVs), and novel sequences and haplotypes. We also predicted Mendelian diseases risk for the individual by analyzing potential functional SNPs. Through the haplogroup analyses of Y chromosome and mitochondria genome, we traced the patrilineal and matrilineal transmissions of the Mongolian genome. Based on the sequence of Mongolian genome, we investigated the genetic imprints of Mongolians on global ethnic groups through different approaches. Broadly, the Mongolian genome data and analyses will be of value to future researches on the origin and evolution of Euro-Asian-America populations and Mongolian characteristic traits and diseases.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Ethics Statement
----------------

The sample donor has signed the written informed consent. According to the related items of informed consent form ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online), the donor has agreed that his genomic data can be used for genetic studies and can be freely released to the public for future studies. The study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board on Bioethics and Biosafety.

Libraries Preparation and Sequencing
------------------------------------

Genomic DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood of sample donor. DNA libraries with multiple insert sizes (200, 500, 800 bp, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 kb) were constructed according to the protocol of Illumina sequencing platform. For libraries with short insert size (200, 500, and 800 bp), 3 µg of DNA for each library was fragmented to the expected insert sizes, repaired the ends, and ligated to Illumina standard paired-end adaptors. Ligated fragments were size selected for 200, 500, and 800 bp on agarose gel and were purified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification to produce the corresponding libraries. For the mate-pair libraries with large insert sizes (2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 kb), 60 µg of genomic DNA was needed for each library. We cyclized genomic DNA, digested linear DNA, fragmented cyclized DNA, and purified biotinylated DNA and then performed adaptor ligation. Finally, all libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing platform.

De Novo Assembly of the Genome
------------------------------

De novo assembly of the Mongolian genome was performed by using short oligonucleotide analysis package SOAPdenovov2 ([@evu242-B41]). We applied a hierarchical assembly strategy to construct the genome sequence from contigs to scaffolds, in which we added paired-end reads step by step from short insert size to long insert size. The reads, due to PCR duplication and adaptor contamination, plus the low quality ones, were filtered out. Read pairs from the libraries with short insert size (\<1 kb) were then assembled into distinct contigs based on the K-mer overlap information. Next, read pairs derived from long insert-size libraries (\>1 kb) were aligned to the contig sequences, and the paired information was used to construct the scaffolds. For the final step of gap filling, we used the read pairs that had one read anchored on a contig and the mate read located within the gap region to perform local assembly.

We anchored the scaffolds onto the chromosomes of the human reference genome by following several steps. First, we extracted seed sequences (20 kb, without N) from each scaffold. For small scaffolds (\<40 kb), only one effective sequence was randomly selected as the seed sequence. For large scaffolds (≥40 kb), multiple seeds (20 kb) were extracted from each one. We then aligned the seed sequences onto the human reference genome. The cutoff value of similarity was set at 90%. We ultimately obtained the chromosome sequences for the Mongolian genome.

Assembly Evaluation
-------------------

In this study, we used several approaches to evaluate the Mongolian genome assembly. A total of 7,974 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and 42 bacterial artificial chromosome sequences (BAC) were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database. In the evaluation, BLAT software ([@evu242-B26]) was applied to align the ESTs to the assembled genome. Nucmer (V3) ([@evu242-B31]) and BLASTN were used to map the BAC to the scaffolds. Additionally, we calculated GC content of every 500-bp (with a 250 bp of step size) sliding window along the genome draft and compared the GC content with the human reference genome and YH genome to assess assembly quality.

Assembly Annotation
-------------------

We here also carried out the annotation of the genome draft using the pipeline developed by BGI ([@evu242-B36]). For repeats annotation, we used the RepeatModeler (1.0.5) to construct the de novo repeat library. We also used the RepeatMasker (version 3.3.0) (<http://repeatmasker.org>) with the repeat library (RepBase 16.01) to predict known translocation elements and applied the Tandem Repeat Finder to identify tandem repeats.

We further predicted a high-quality gene set for the Mongolian genome by applying a combined strategy of integrating homology-based and de novo approaches. The prediction was based on the repeat-masked assembly using Augustus ([@evu242-B52]) and GENSCAN ([@evu242-B15]). The size of each gene was required to be at least 150 bp. Homology-based gene prediction was then carried out as follows: 1) Rough alignment of sequences to the protein sequences of Chimpanzee (*Pan troglodytes*) and humans, 2) precise mapping using GeneWise ([@evu242-B13]), 3) transcripts clustering, 4) building the gene-scaffold, 5) filtering pseudogenes, and 6) Untranslated region attachment. We ultimately manually integrated de novo prediction gene set and synteny alignment prediction gene set into a final consensus gene set.

Annotation of gene function was finally performed based on alignment of the genes to the SwissProt and Translated EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library databases ([@evu242-B8]). The motifs and domains were predicted by scanning the InterProScan ([@evu242-B65]) of the sequences against publicly available databases, including Pfam ([@evu242-B19]), PRINTS ([@evu242-B7]), PROSITE ([@evu242-B23]), ProDom ([@evu242-B14]), and SMART ([@evu242-B32]). We also aligned annotated genes to the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway database ([@evu242-B44]) and identified the best matched pathways for each gene.

Identification of SNPs and Short Indels
---------------------------------------

To build the personal genetic variation map for the Mongolian genome, we first aligned selected high-quality short reads onto the human reference genome by using the Burrows--Wheeler Aligner program (BWA, v 0.6.2) ([@evu242-B34]).

We then adopted a multialgorithm supporting strategy ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*) to identify the high confidence SNPs and short indels. Based on the alignment of selected short reads, each of SOAPsnp ([@evu242-B60]; [@evu242-B37]), GATK ([@evu242-B42]; [@evu242-B17]), and SAMtools ([@evu242-B34]) was used to detect SNPs of the Mongolian genome, respectively. Rigorous quality control of three raw SNP sets was then carried out. For the set derived from SOAPsnp, we used the following criteria: 1) The lowest quality value of genotype was set to 13 (*P* \> 0.95), 2) each allele of every candidate SNP had to be supported by at least three uniquely mapped reads, 3) the number of total covered reads did not exceed 100 and uniquely mapped reads were not less than 50% of the total reads, and 4) the average copy number of each site (mapped hit number/mapped reads number) was not larger than 2. For the SNP sets from GATK and SAMtools, we refined the SNPs by using the same threshold value of genotype quality (≥13) and read coverage (≥6 and ≤100). Subsequently, three SNP sets were integrated into a final SNP set by selecting the sites that were supported by at least two of three approaches. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Mapping depth, detection strategy, and variant composition (SNP and short indel) in construction of genetic variation map. (*A*) Depth distribution based on the alignment. (*B*) The strategy of SNP and short indel identification. (*C*, *D*) Composition of SNP and short indel sets of the Mongolian genome compared with variant sets of dbSNP and 1000 genomes project.

Similarly, we applied three methods, GATK, SAMtools, and Dindel ([@evu242-B3]) to identify short indels ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). For each raw short indel set, we required every candidate to be covered by ≥6 reads and call quality to be ≥13. The sites supported by at least two methods were also integrated into a final short indel set.

Evaluation of SNPs and Short Indels
-----------------------------------

To evaluate the accuracy of our final SNP set and short indel set in this study, we genotyped the Mongolian genome using HumanOmni2.5S Beadchip (Illumina). We then compared the genotyping data derived from the chip with the calls predicted by sequencing to assess the accuracy of our SNP calling. In addition, we designed PCR and carried out Sanger sequencing for dozens of SNPs and short indels to evaluate the accuracy of our identified SNPs and indels.

SVs Detection
-------------

In this work, we used the assembly-based SOAP detection pipeline ([@evu242-B39]) to identify the high-quality SV set of the Mongolian genome. The pipeline includes the following several steps: 1) Alignment, 2) SV candidate calling, and 3) SV validation ([supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). First, we aligned the assembled scaffolds to the human reference genome using the BLAT program. The mapped scaffolds were then aligned to the human reference genome again by using the LASTZ program ([@evu242-B22]) for precise mapping. SV candidates were called by using the SOAPsv program (<http://soap.genomics.org.cn>). Large insertions/deletions (\>100 bp), the largest proportion of the SV candidates, were finally filtered by S/P ratio (number of single-end mapped reads/number of paired-end mapped reads) ([@evu242-B39]). Length of the majority of candidates ranges from 50 bp to 100 kb.

Novel Sequence Detection
------------------------

We defined novel sequence of the Mongolian genome using unmapped reads with respect to the reference human genome. The reads unmapped onto the human reference genome were collected and regarded as the primary candidates of novel sequences. We further mapped these primary candidates to YH genome ([@evu242-B41]) and collected the remaining unmapped reads. Subsequently, we aligned these unmapped reads again onto the Mongolian assembled draft by using rigorous parameters. The reads that had no mismatch and uniquely mapped ones were retained. Finally, the sequences with length ≥100 and covered by at least three uniquely mapped reads were defined as the novel sequences of the Mongolian genome.

Haplotype Block Prediction
--------------------------

We here predicted the haplotype blocks of the Mongolian genome based on the genotype data of the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) ([@evu242-B35]). In brief, using the Haploview software ([@evu242-B9]), we first combined genotypes of ten Mongolian individuals of HGDP and the studied individual to infer the haplotype blocks for the small population (*R*^2^\> 0.8). Then, through scanning the SNP sites of the individual which overlapped with predicted haplotype blocks, we ultimately obtained the haplotype blocks of the Mongolian genome.

Functional SNPs and Diseases Risk
---------------------------------

To predict the Mendelian diseases risks of the individual, we scanned an in-house human mutation database for each SNP of the Mongolian genome. An SNP is considered disease related if it meets all of following criteria: 1) Is functionally related (synonymous, missense, stop gain, stop loss, splicing error, and frame shift), 2) has low mutated allele frequency in the human population (\<0.05), and 3) is reported to be related to a disease in at least two cases. According to recommendations from the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG), we finally divided all targeted mutations into five categories: Pathogenic, likely pathogenic, uncertain, likely benign, and benign.

Haplogroup Analysis of Y Chromosome and Mitochondrial Genome
------------------------------------------------------------

We performed inference of patrilineal inheritance of the individual through Y haplogroup analysis. We checked alleles of all markers released in the Y haplogroup phylogenetic tree ([@evu242-B24]) and corrected inconsistent ones when compared with the genotypes of dbSNP database (build 135) and synteny analysis between Chimpanzee and human reference genomes. We reassigned the ancestral alleles and strand information to all markers (SNPs) ([supplementary table S17](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). In total, 537 of 571 sites were finally confirmed and used for the subsequent Y haplogroup analysis. We compared the alleles of these markers with the phylogenetic tree and traced the patrilineal transmission pathway of the studied individual. Based on the located lineage, we inferred the ancestor of the male.

Similarly, we also traced the matrilineal inheritance of the individual by comparing the ancestral/derived alleles of all markers against the released phylogenetic trees derived from two mitochondria genome versions, namely, RSRS ([@evu242-B11]) and rCRS ([@evu242-B5]; [@evu242-B6]). When multiple lineages share derived alleles of the same markers, the one with the largest number of contiguous markers is considered the proper matrilineal transmission pathway.

Ancestral Proportion Analysis
-----------------------------

In this study, we used a resource-efficient computing program ADMIXTURE ([@evu242-B4]). The method is based on an algorithm of maximum-likelihood estimation to account for an assumed ancestral proportion of the Mongolian genome. We utilized genotype data of 1,042 individuals of HGDP from 50 global populations (plus the studied Mongolian sample) as the genetic reference to estimate the ancestral proportion. To avoid potential bias, we conducted a linkage disequilibrium analysis using PLINK program (v1.07) ([@evu242-B45]) to filter out closely linked sites (*r*^2^\> 0.4). In the final analysis, we set the assumed ancestral populations from *K* = 2 to 20.

*D* Test (ABBABABA Test)
------------------------

We performed *D* tests (ABBABABA test) ([@evu242-B21]; [@evu242-B47]; [@evu242-B46]) to evaluate gene flows between Mongolians and other modern human populations. We calculated standard errors and *Z*-scores using the bootstrap method to estimate significance of the *D* values.

We carried out the *D* tests using the different population model for different block sizes (1, 2, 5, 8, and 10 Mb) ([supplementary table S17](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online) and chose to use the one with the smallest standard error in the subsequent bootstrap analyses. In the *D*-test analysis, sampling size was set at 10% of *D*-value pool and bootstrap time was set to 50,000 for each population combination.

We used each of Chimpanzee genome and Yoruba genome ([@evu242-B12]) as an outgroup for every comparison.

Gene Flows Based on the Analysis of Haplotype Blocks
----------------------------------------------------

Next, we used the haplotype blocks to investigate the genetic imprints of Mongolians on other human populations. We assume that two populations have greater degree of gene flows in evolutionary history when they share more haplotype block compared with another two (Pearson χ^2^ test, *P* = 0.05). We constructed the cursory haplotype blocks from the HGDP genotypes of several groups using the Haploview program, including samples of Yoruba, Mongolian (ten of HGDP plus the individual of this study), Russian, Han, Caucasian (Adygei), Maya, French, Brahui, and Palestinian. In the analysis, the same number of individuals was selected for each group. To eliminate genetic noises caused by relatively shorter haplotypes of Africans, we excluded the shared haplotype blocks with Africans from each group. The shared haplotypes of different population pairs were compared against each other and Pearson chi-square tests were calculated to determine the significance of differences.

Data Access
-----------

All genome sequenced reads have been deposited in the NCBI short read archive database (access number: SRA105951). The assembled genome, annotation results, SNPs, short indels, and SVs produced in the study have been deposited in our Mongolian genome database, <http://dx.doi.org/10.5524/100104>. They also can be obtained from another ftp site: <ftp://public.genomics.org.cn/BGI/MongolianGenome>.

Results
=======

Sampling and Genome Sequencing
------------------------------

We chose a Mongolian male living in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region of China as the study sample. The donor signed the informed consent form for use of his genomic data in the study and agreed to release of the data to the public prior to sampling. The genomic DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood of the individual.

We sequenced genomic DNA of the individual using the whole-genome shotgun strategy on Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing platform. A total of 5.6 billion paired-end reads were generated from sequencing of libraries with different fragment sizes (200, 500, 800 bp, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 kb) and the coverage reached 130.8-folds of the genome. Total of 392.37-Gb genomic data were produced ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online).

De Novo Assembly and Annotation
-------------------------------

De novo assembly yielded over 2,000 contigs/scaffolds and a draft genome with a total length of 2.9 Gb. The N50 sizes of contigs and scaffolds have reached 56.2 kb and 7.6 Mb, respectively ([table 1](#evu242-T1){ref-type="table"}). Approximately 90% of the genome draft was covered by 431 scaffolds with each having size larger than 1.4 Mb, of which the largest scaffold spans 36 Mb. 98.69% of the draft was covered by more than 20-folds ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online), which presents high assembly accuracy at the nucleotide level. The assembly covered 96.68% of 42 BAC and 98.3% of 7,974 ESTs derived from NCBI database, indicating high coverage of the genome including genic regions ([supplementary tables S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) and [S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). Distribution of GC content is similar to that of the human reference genome and YH genome ([@evu242-B41]) ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online) indicating the high quality of the genome draft. Furthermore, we were able to align 96% of the scaffolds onto chromosomes by mapping the representative seed sequences (20 kb) to the human reference genome. Table 1Summary of the Mongolian Genome AssemblyContigScaffoldSize (bp)NumberSize (bp)NumberN9013,77352,7251,461,661431N8024,22537,5482,880,171292N7034,16027,7744,350,155210N6044,63720,5475,856,852154N5056,24414,9157,632,466111Longest517,634---35,963,476---Total size2,823,488, 473---2,881,945, 563---Total number (≥100 bp)---320,927---221,013Total number (≥2 kb)---84,214---3,251

Using the integrated strategy of de novo prediction and homology-based alignment, the assembled genome was annotated for repeat elements, coding genes, and other noncoding RNAs. A total of 1,362-Mb repetitive sequences were predicted, accounting for 47.3% of the genome draft. The largest proportion of the repetitive sequences is LINE, contributing 31.3% of the genome ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). Similarly, using the integrated strategy, we identified 21,264 protein-coding genes, with an average size of 41 kb for mRNA, 1.5 kb for coding sequences (CDS), 177 bp for exon, and 5.5 kb for intron ([supplementary table S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online), which is similar to that of the human reference genome (47, 1.7, 173, and 5.3 kb, respectively). Scanning the public protein databases revealed that 91.7% of gene models having at least one matched hits, showing the high-confidence gene set of the genome assembly.

Genetic Variations Pattern
--------------------------

To build the genetic variations pattern of the Mongolian genome, we picked four lanes of genomic data generated from four libraries with small insert size (∼500 bp) for subsequent analyses. A total of 1.39 billion reads (139.20 Gb) were obtained and the proportion of high quality data (Q20) reached as high as 93.8% ([supplementary table S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online).

All selected short reads were then mapped onto the human reference genome. 96.76% of the reads were mapped to the reference, accounting for 46.5-fold effective genome coverage (without N regions) ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*) ([supplementary table S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). In total, 99.74% and 94.42% of the effective genome was covered by at least 1 read and 20 reads, respectively ([supplementary table S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). 0.48% of all bases in the uniquely mapped reads mismatched the human reference genome.

Using a combined variation calling strategy that integrates multiple methods simultaneously ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*, see Materials and Methods), we identified a total of 3,742,234 high-confidence SNPs and 756,234 short indels (\<50 bp) ([supplementary table S10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online), which are distributed across the genome with varying density ([fig. 2](#evu242-F2){ref-type="fig"}). To evaluate the variations, we first compared SNP set with the Illumina 2.5M genotyping data of the Mongolian genome. After excluding missing sites and sites with low quality from the chip genotyping data, the genotype concordance rate between the SNP call set and the chip genotyping set (both position and two alleles) reached 98.48% in a total of 2,356,566 sites. Additional 24,941 sites (1.06%) in two data sets have one matching allele ([supplementary table S8*A*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). For 685,036 SNPs, the two-allele and one-allele matching rates are 99.67% and 0.32%, respectively ([supplementary table S8*B*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). Second, we used PCR and Sanger sequencing to validate dozens of SNPs and short indels. Out of 34 SNPs tested, both alleles of 31 SNPs (all 12 homozygous and 19 heterozygous) were verified completely. For the remaining three heterozygous SNPs, only one allele had been validated. From a different point of view, 17 of 18 exonic SNPs were confirmed in the experimental validation. In total, 51 (Exon, 26; Intron, 8; Intergenic, 17) of 54 short indels were validated completely ([supplementary table S9](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Genetic variation pattern of Mongolian genome. Distribution of genetic variations by chromosomes, including SNP, short indel, and SV. The sizes of window and sliding step are 1 and 0.5 Mb for SNP and short indel, 2 and 1 Mb for SV.

Based on the SNP and short indel sets of the Mongolian genome, we investigated the distribution of these two types of variation in the public databases, including dbSNP (build 135) and the 1000 genomes project (released in May 2011) ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). For SNPs, a total of 3,399,707 (90.85%) were found in both databases; 155,810 (4.16%) and 43,562 (1.16%) were identified in dbSNP set and 1000 genomes set, respectively; and 143,155 (3.83%) were novel ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*). For short indels, 212,630 (28.12%) were found in both sets; 338,038 (44.7%) and 26,383 (3.49%) were only included in dbSNP or 1000 genomes, respectively; and 179,158 (23.69%) were novel ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*D*).

ANNOVAR software ([@evu242-B61]) was used to annotate SNPs and short indels ([supplementary table S10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). A majority of SNPs and short indels were located in the intergenic regions (60.58% of SNPs, 58.25% of indels) and introns (34.36% of SNPs, 36.85% of indels). A total of 43,014 (1.15%) SNPs and 10,131 (1.34%) short indels were located in potential regulatory regions (2-kb flanking regions of each gene). Only 21,233 (0.57%) of SNPs and 528 indels (0.07%) were found in CDS, indicating higher conservation of coding regions. Additionally, as many as 532 SNPs and 514 indels were found, involving 535 and 468 genes, respectively, which give rise to large functional effects, such as missense, stop gain, stop loss, splicing error, and frame shift in gene expression ([supplementary table S11](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). Distribution of short indels in CDS (without those of 1 bp) shows that 3n-bp indels are much more frequent than non-3n-bp indels ([supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online).

To identify the SVs of the Mongolian genome, the assembly-based SV detection strategy was applied. We ultimately obtained 15,088 large indels (\>50 bp) and 1,210 candidate inversions (from 8 bp to 45 kb) ([fig. 2](#evu242-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S12](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). The length distribution of the SVs in the Mongolian genome is very similar to that of YH genome ([@evu242-B39]), including a peak at the size of about 300 bp, potentially caused by abundance of *Alu* elements ([supplementary fig. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). However, the comparative analysis also shows that the Mongolian genome has fewer short SVs (\<100 bp) and more large SVs (\>100 bp) than YH genome.

Novel sequences possess typical individual and population specificity ([@evu242-B38]) and here were regarded as a type of genetic variation. By comparing the Mongolian genome with the human reference genome and YH genome, a total of 26.9-Mb novel sequences were obtained, including 15,198 scaffolds. Scanning the annotated gene set of the Mongolian genome, we found 24 genes in these novel sequences. Fourteen of them exist in the databases of KEGG, Trembl ([@evu242-B8]), SwissProt, and InterProScan ([supplementary table S13](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online).

In this study, we introduced the genotype data of Mongolian individuals from the HGDP to predict the haplotype blocks of Mongolian genome. A total of 8,592 haplotype blocks were first obtained based on the genotype data of 11 Mongolian individuals (ten of HGDP and Mongolian genome), which cover 9.1% of human reference genome. In these Mongolian haplotype blocks, we found that 2,310 with an average size of 16.4 kb are in Mongolian genome ([supplementary table S14](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) and [fig. S8](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online).

Functional SNPs and Mendelian Diseases
--------------------------------------

Based on an in-house human mutation database, we obtained 16 heterozygous SNPs ([table 2](#evu242-T2){ref-type="table"}) after filtering with a series of criteria (see Materials and Methods). From further analyses of these potential diseased related mutations, only one was identified as pathogenic, one is likely pathogenic, two are benign, nine are likely benign, and remaining three SNPs are not supported by current medical data. The pathogenic mutation (rs60376624, c.1400C\>G) located in gene *SLC22A5* was proposed to be a causative mutation for systemic primary carnitine deficiency (CDSP) ([@evu242-B70]; [@evu242-B64]). CDSP is an autosomal recessive disorder of the carnitine cycle and patients with CDSP have defects in the ability to transform fat to energy during periods of stress and fasting ([@evu242-B40]). The likely pathogenic mutation (rs17102999, c.2825C\>T) in MLH3, an Asian-specific mutation, was reported to be present at low frequency in endometrial cancer patients ([@evu242-B59]). Table 2Risks of Mendelian Diseases Based on Functional SNPsDiseaseGeneSNP IDMutationPathogenicity[^a^](#evu242-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Systemic primary Carnitine deficiencySLC22A5rs60376624c.1400C \> G (p.Ser467Cys)PathogenicEndometrial cancerMLH3rs17102999c.2825C \> T (p.Thr942Ile)Likely pathogenicCrohn's diseaseIL23Rrs76418789c.445G \> A (p.Gly149Arg)BenignParkinson diseasePARK7rs71653619c.293G \> A (p.Arg98Gln)BenignHypertensionXDHrs45523133c.514G \> A (p.Gly172Arg)Likely benignColorectal cancerMSH6rs63750252c.3488A \> T (p.Glu1163Val)Likely benignGlaucoma 1OPTNrs75654767c.1634G \> A (p.Arg545Gln)Likely benignCarnitine palmitoyltransferase 1 deficiencyCPT1Ars2229738c.823G \> A (p.Ala275Thr)Likely benignHemolytic uremic syndromeCFHrs62625015c.3226C \> G (p.Gln1076Glu)Likely benignMacular dystrophyABCA4rs76258939c.3626T \> C (p.Met1209Thr)Likely benignHyperoxaluriaAGXTrs34664134c.590G \> A (p.Arg197Gln)Likely benignIdiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE)CLCN2rs111656822c.2063G \> A (p.Arg688Gln)Likely benignFuchs endothelial cornea dystrophy (FECD)COL8A2rs75864656c.464G \> A (p.Arg155Gln)Likely benignNephrotic syndromeNPHS1rs114849139c.2869G \> C (p.Val957Leu)UncertainCardiomyopathyMYBPC3rs193068692c.478C \> T(p.Arg160Trp)UncertainEctopia lentisADAMTSL4rs76075180c.926G \> A (p.Arg309Gln)Uncertain[^4]

Haplogroup Analysis
-------------------

Based on the released markers reported in the previous Y haplogroup study ([@evu242-B24]), we used a confirmed set of 537 markers to trace the patrilineal transmission of the Mongolian individual ([supplementary table S15](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). By scanning the ancestral/derived alleles of the selected markers in the released Y haplogroup tree, we found a consecutive patrilineal transmission pathway and assigned the patrilineal ancestor of the individual to the lineage D3a ([fig. 3](#evu242-F3){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [supplementary fig. S9](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). This inference supports the frequent presence of lineage D (D3) in Mongolians as widely reported in previous studies ([@evu242-B16]; [@evu242-B25]; [@evu242-B51]; [@evu242-B69]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Haplogroup of Y chromosome and mitochondria genome. (*A*) Patrilineal transmission of Mongolian genome based on Y haplogroup. Red markers are validated as derived genotypes in the Mongolian genome and remaining ones (black) are ancestral type. The bracketed markers were not validated in the Mongolian genome. (*B*) Matrilineal transmission of the Mongolian genome based on mitochondria haplogroup. Red markers were confirmed to be derived in the Mongolian genome. The mutations labeled with an exclamation point are reported in the mitochondria sequence of rCRS version. L\* represents all L lineages but L3, including L0, L0, L2, L4, L5, and L6; L3\* represents all L3 lineages but M, including L3a to L3f, L3h, L3i, L3k, L3x, and N; M\* represents all lineages prefixed "M," D, and Q, but G; G\* represents G1, G3, and G4.

We then traced the matrilineal transmission of the individual through Mt haplogroup analysis. Similarly, by scanning the ancestral/derived alleles of all markers in the Mt haplogroup database, we discarded one aberrant mutation (C182T) and located the matrilineal ancestor of the Mongolian genome in a novel sublineage under the lineage G2a (T152C) in the RSRS tree as well as the sublineage G2a2 (T711C and C8943T) under the lineage G2a (T152C) in rCRS tree ([fig. 3](#evu242-F3){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [supplementary fig. S10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) and [table S16](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). The lineage occurs frequently in populations of Northeast Asia, including Mongolians, Daur, Buryat, and Yakut ([@evu242-B56]; [@evu242-B18]).

Genetic Imprints of Mongolians
------------------------------

After formation, the Mongol Empire expanded into the largest contiguous empire in human history under Genghis Khan and his successors. The Mughal Empire expanded the reign of Mongolian lineage to the Indian subcontinent ([@evu242-B50]) ([fig. 4](#evu242-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [supplementary fig. S11](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). Although sociocultural impacts of Mongolians have been well documented, the evidences of molecular genetics are limited and attract great attention. We introduced here the genotype data of HGDP and Indian ethnic groups ([@evu242-B49]) to investigate the genetic imprints of Mongolians on other modern populations. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---History and population genetic structure. (*A*) World regions once occupied by Mongolians from the 13th century to 19th century. (*B*) PCA plots of 1,042 individuals from 50 global ethnic groups. (*C*) The ancestry proportion plot of 1,042 individuals using the ADMIXTURE with *K* = 9. The Mongolian genome is marked by a red star. Table 3*D* Test between Mongolians and Other Modern HumansGroup 1Group 2YorubaChimp*D* (%)SE (%)*ZD* (%)SE (%)*Z*East Asian to other (Part 1)HanMaya−3.40.34−10−4.41.20−3.6FrenchHan13.70.4928.213.31.0812.3DaurRussian−11.90.21−56.8−12.10.11−106.7BrahuiDaur14.20.3540.813.30.1494.8HezhenSindhi−13.60.48−28.6−13.20.31−42.3JapaneseNorth Italian−14.20.44−32.5−13.10.31−42.1HanPalestinian−16.50.56−29.2−16.50.71−23.3American to other (Part 2)MayaRussian−9.30.57−16.2−7.80.85−9.2MayaPapuan−8.30.15−55.4−8.80.25−35.7MayaNorth Italian−10.90.40−27.1−10.10.31−33.1MayaPalestinian−13.70.58−23.5−13.30.61−22.0BedouinMaya320.25128.331.70.4373.0BrahuiMaya11.30.9112.410.10.6615.4Middle East groups to other (Part 3)BedouinBrahui23.10.8228.224.20.2790.3DruzeFrench1.10.234.71.60.246.7PalestinianRussian5.10.28185.10.5110.1PalestinianSindhi4.40.479.44.30.3811.4In European (Part 4)AdygeiRussian0.20.191.2\*−0.70.26−2.8\*FrenchNorth Italian−0.20.17−1.2\*−0.30.15−2.2\*FrenchTuscan00.40−0.1\*−0.70.40−1.8\*FrenchOrcadian−0.40.24−1.5\*0.70.631.2\*BasqueSardinian−0.60.24−0.3\*−0.80.80−1.0\*AdygeiFrench−1.90.32−5.8−2.20.94−2.3FrenchSardinian−0.30.08−3.8−1.10.23−4.9In South/Central Asian (Part 5)HazaraUygur00.260.2\*0.10.640.1\*KalashBurusho0.20.470.5\*0.60.780.8\*PathanBurusho0.60.272.1\*0.10.250.2\*BalochiBrahui0.20.300.7\*−0.20.10−1.9\*BalochiSindhi−1.50.99−1.5\*−1.60.86−1.9\*MakraniSindhi0.50.511.0\*0.30.241.4\*HazaraBurusho−5.30.25−21.2−5.50.24−22.6BurushoBrahui−2.40.23−10.2−2.30.46−5.1In Indian (Part 6)AonagaSiddi27.91.1524.223.10.2689.1Kashmiri PanditSiddi20.11.3714.716.70.2371.6MeghawalSiddi19.10.335817.40.7822.3SiddiVysya−19.20.39−48.7−17.40.45−38.8Indian to other (Part 7)BrahuiSiddi−50.87−5.7−5.85.08−11.5BalochiSiddi−4.20.34−12.3−5.30.37−14.3FrenchSiddi−3.50.57−6.2−4.40.54−8.2North ItalianSiddi−4.50.77−5.9−4.60.34−13.5[^5]

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to confirm the position of the sample in genetic maps of human populations. As we expected, the analysis placed the Mongolian genome close to the populations of East Asian and American ([fig. 4](#evu242-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, major plot), especially in the northern, East Asian populations such as the Daur, Oroqen, Han, and Japanese ([fig. 4](#evu242-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, minor plot). We further estimated the ancestral proportions of the Mongolian genome with the ADMIXTURE program, assuming the ancestor groups from *K* = 2 to 20 ([supplementary fig. S12](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). The geographically representative estimation of *K* = 9 ([fig. 4](#evu242-F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*) presented the ancestral proportions of Mongolian genome. The analysis indicates that Mongolians mainly possess four ancestral proportions, including East Asians, South/Central Asians, Europeans, and from the Americas. The proportion of Americans supports that Mongolians might have contributed to the foundation of the New World as reported ([@evu242-B27]; [@evu242-B43]). The part of North/East Asians might have been resulted from the recent common ancestor before moving into East Asia and gene flows after divergence from groups in other continents. The remaining two ancestral proportions of South/Central Asians and Europeans likely reflect gene flows between Mongolians and those populations.

We then applied the *D* test (*ABBABABA* test) to estimate the gene flows between the Mongolians and other human populations. In the analysis, the bootstrap method using a tested block size of 5 Mb ([supplementary table S17](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online) was employed to calculate the statistic *D* value (see Materials and Methods). Using Chimpanzee as the outgroup, the fewest shared ancestral alleles with Africans and adjacent populations (Middle East) (\|*Z*\| \>\> 7 or *P* \<\< 10^−12^) were found, indicating no evidence of gene flows between Mongolians and Africans after the ancestors of Mongolians leaving Africa ([supplementary table S18](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). We then used Yoruba genome as the outgroup to capture the gene flows between Mongolians and other non-Africans. Consistent with the inferences from the PCA and ADMIXTURE, the groups of East Asian (Daur, Oroqen, Hezhen, Xibo, Tu, Han, and Japanese) shared more ancestral alleles than groups of other regions ([table 3](#evu242-T3){ref-type="table"} part 1). Given the geographic isolation, the relatively large amount of ancestral alleles shared with Native Americans (Maya) most likely have resulted from the Mongolians' contribution to peopling of the Americas, but not from any recent gene flow ([table 3](#evu242-T3){ref-type="table"} part 2). The fact that groups in Central/South Asia and Europe shared more ancestral alleles with Mongolians than the groups in Middle East and less with the groups in East Asia and America ([table 3](#evu242-T3){ref-type="table"} part 3) is probably a result from the traces of early human migration and/or the expansion of Mongolians. However, in each geographic region, such as Middle East, Central/South Asia, and Europe, different populations possess significantly different amount of shared ancestral alleles (Middle East: Druze \> Palestinian \> Bedouin; European: Russian/Adygei \>French/North_Italian/Tuscan/Orcadian \> Sardinian/Basque in France/other groups; Central/South Asian: Hazara/Uygur \>Kalash/Burusho/Pathan \> Makrani) ([table 3](#evu242-T3){ref-type="table"} parts 4 and 5 and [supplementary table S18](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). This observation approximately matches the route of the Mongol Empire expansion in the 13th century ([fig. 4](#evu242-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [supplementary fig. S11](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online).

We also used the genotype data of Indian populations to investigate the genetic imprints of Mongolian lineage on the Indians. The results of *D* test showed that the Indian groups share different amounts of ancestral alleles with Mongolians ([supplementary table S19](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). We also found the people of Siddi, a subgroup of Dravidian who live on the southwest coast, have been proposed to be the closest group to Africans ([@evu242-B49]) possess the most shared ancestral alleles with Mongolians compared with other Indian groups. This commonality might have been introduced during the time of Mughal Empire ([table 3](#evu242-T3){ref-type="table"} part 6). Although Indians have a certain amount of shared ancestral alleles, comparative analysis shows that the shared ancestral alleles with Indians are significantly fewer than that with Europeans and Central/South Asians, such as French, Italian, Balochi, and Brahui (\|*Z*\| \>\> 7 or *P* \<\< 10^−12^) ([table 3](#evu242-T3){ref-type="table"} part 7 and [supplementary table S20](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). It indicates that the shared ancestral alleles in Indians might have been introduced by historically later introduction of Mongolian linage, which is consistent with the records about the ancestry of Mughal Empire founders ([@evu242-B50]).

We additionally used reconstructed haplotype blocks of representative human populations (Yoruba, French, Russian, Caucasian \[Adygei\], Brahui, Mongolian, Han, and Maya) to confirm the genetic imprints of Mongolians. As expected, Han-Mongolian possessed significantly more shared haplotype blocks compared with others (*P* \<\< 0.05). The result that Maya shares more haplotypes with East Asian groups (Mongolian and Han) than the groups of other regions (Europe, South Asia, and Middle East) supports the close relationship between Native Americans and the Asians. Populations of Europe and South Asia possess more shared haplotypes with Mongolian than that with Maya, supporting our inference that the gene flows happened after ancestors of Native Americans moved to the New World, again likely during the period of the Mongol Empire expansion ([table 4](#evu242-T4){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S21](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). Table 4Genetic Imprints of Mongolian Genome on Global Populations Based on Shared Haplotype BlocksGroup 1Group 2*P* ValuePopulationsShared Blocks[^a^](#evu242-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}PopulationsShared BlocksHan-Mongo.801French-Mongo.258\<2.2E-16Han-Mongo.801Mongo.-Russian292\<2.2E-16Han-Mongo.801Maya-Mongo.284\<2.2E-16Han-Mongo.801Adygei-Mongo.273\<2.2E-16Han-Mongo.801Mongo.-Brahui240\<2.2E-16Han-Mongo.801Mongo.-Burusho162\<2.2E-16Han-Mongo.801Mongo.-Palestinian222\<2.2E-16Maya-Mongo.284French-Maya2183.2E-3Maya-Mongo.284Maya-Russian2322.2E-2Maya-Han289Maya-French2891.6E-3Maya-Mongo.284Adygei-Maya2405.5E-2Maya-Mongo.284Maya-Palestinian1791.1E-6Maya-Mongo.284Maya-Burusho110\<2.2E-16Maya-Mongo.284Maya-Brahui1791.1E-6Brahui-Mongol.240Brahui-Maya1792.9E-3Burusho-Mongo.162Burusho-Maya1101.6E-3French-Mongo.258French-Maya2186.7E-2Mongo.-Russian292Maya-Russian2328.8E-3[^6][^7]

Discussion
==========

In this study, we selected a Mongolian male individual for assembly of the Mongolian reference genome, genetic variation map, and subsequent genetic analyses. There are approximately 10 million Mongolians currently living in the world, mostly in Asia. They have their own distinct language, life style, tradition, geographical territories, and physiological traits. Because of the expansion of the Mongolian Empire in the 13th century, the population contributed significant genetic imprints on global ethnic groups during a relatively short period of time. A high-quality Mongolian reference genome will undoubtedly lay the first step to better understand population structure and history of Mongolians and related populations.

De nova assembly of short reads and comparative analysis demonstrated a high-quality Mongolian genome draft assembly, which is comparable to the YH genome and the human reference genome. The evaluation of the assembled genome shows that the distribution of GC content is comparable to the other two genomes. A small notch at the peak of the distribution can be seen in the Mongolian genome ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online) and may have resulted from 1) randomness of genomic DNA fragmentation in libraries; 2) sequencing bias of some regions that are difficult to sequence, including high (\>50%) or low GC regions (\<30%), and so on; and 3) genome assembly errors.

The genome assembly is one of the few reference genomes sequenced to high depth representing a specific ethnic group to our knowledge. We also constructed a detailed personal genetic variation map. From the comparative analysis with publically available variant databases, we find that the Mongolian genome possesses a certain number of novel variants ([fig. 1](#evu242-F1){ref-type="fig"}*D* and *E* and [supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online). These will be a major source of variants that characterize the population. Significantly, large proportion of 3n-bp indels in CDS ([supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online) as reported in nonhuman genome ([@evu242-B68]) might have resulted from high conservation of coding regions. Although the length distribution of SVs is similar to that of YH genome, the Mongolian genome has more large SVs (\>1 kb) and fewer small ones (\<100 bp) ([supplementary fig. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) online), compared with the YH and the reference human genome. This difference could be to individual specificity and the genome assembly method used.

We did not find homozygous disease-related SNPs in the genome, especially ones that fit a recessive Mendelian disease model. This indicates that the studied individual is representative of the normal, healthy population.

Clade D in Y haplogroup is widely found in Tibeto-Burman populations in Asia, and it has been proposed as the most ancient lineage in East Asia ([@evu242-B51]). We thus infer that the Mongolian has a common patrilineal ancestor with Tibeto-Burman populations. This observation is consistent with results from a recent study that Mongolians and Tibetans share some genetic alleles ([@evu242-B63]). The fact that D clade is frequent in Africa, relatively common in the people of Andaman island, the Tibetan Plateau, and less frequent in East and Central Asia supports the hypothesis of northward migration of modern humans into East Asia ([@evu242-B54]). Our study indicates that the patrilineal ancestor of the Mongolian might be an early settler in East and Central Asia. Investigation of gene flows indicates that the genetic imprints of Mongolians approximately match the route of the Empire expansion, including the impacts of diluted Mongolian lineage on the Indian subcontinent. Mongolians share significantly more ancestral alleles with the populations in the regions of the Empire expansion than geographically adjacent populations outside the expansion route, such as Bantu in North Africa, Bedouin, and Palestinian ([table 1](#evu242-T1){ref-type="table"}), indicating that Mongolians played an evident role in shaping of modern Eurasian populations. This observation is consistent with inferences from a previous study ([@evu242-B66]).

Using different outgroups, all *D* tests demonstrate that different Indian populations possess different amount of shared ancestral allele with Mongolians. However, Indians possess fewer shared ancestral alleles than non-Indians, indicating that the diluted Mongolian lineage in Indian populations might have happened after the expansion of the Mongolian empire in the 13th century, possibly a result of Mughal Empire expansion in the 16th century.

The Mongolian genome provides invaluable resources for further studies of modern human origin and evolution, causal variants for Mongolian characteristic disease/traits and Mongolian personal medicine. However, the recent large scale historical activities of the ethnic group present many challenges. The genomic data of a larger number of Mongolian individuals will help to answer these questions in the population context.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary figures S1--S12](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) and [tables S1--S21](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu242/-/DC1) are available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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